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6

Abstract7

Ability to locate a specific object in a dynamic environment has several practical applications8

including security surveillance, navigation and search and rescue operations. The objective of9

this paper is to develop an object-tracking algorithm using a combination of fuzzy logic and10

neural networks. The aim is to originate an algorithm that matches the history locations of an11

object and predicts its location when it goes offline. Determining the location of an object on12

specific trajectory becomes difficult if the mobile object stopped reporting its location and goes13

offline. Therefore, in this analytical article, a proposed approach relies on estimations from14

sensor data of historical movement patterns and geometric models, is fed into special Neural15

Network to get best accurate present or future object locations. Fuzzy logic application is16

used to overcome the challenge of imprecision in data. Although this approach is complex; but17

it can be one of the ways to be applied on large area applications with acceptable accuracy (8018

19

Index terms— neural networks, location prediction, fuzzy logic, tracking objects.20

1 I. Introduction21

ultivariate Prediction methods and algorithms usually predicts variable value depending on pattern of time series22
variables, for instance: In continuous time series, variable x will instantly reports its value at time t and denoted23
as x(t). In other hand, In discrete time series, x will periodically reports its value in time interval t.24

A variable is a value or a number that changes in increased or decreased pattern over time. There are two mainly25
categories of variables, independent variable and dependent variable. The independent variable and dependent26
variable are differing in an experiment. The independent variable is a variable that is varied or manipulated in27
the experiments by researchers; it refers to what is the influence during the experiment. The dependent variable28
is the variable that is simply measured by the researchers; it is the response that is measured. The dependent29
variable responses to the independent variable. It is called dependent because it depends on the independent30
variable. We cannot have a dependent variable without an independent variable. From these types, within the31
context of this article; we are interested in how location of a mobile object coordinates affects moving rate. The32
independent variable would be the coordinates and the dependent variable would be the speed. We can directly33
monitor the first and measure how they affect the speed of a mobile object. It is possible to forecast various34
kinds of data, in general, time series shows the changing of a value in time. The value can be impacted by also35
other factors rather only time. Time series represents discrete historical values and from a continuous function36
it can be obtained using sampling [1].37

Neural networks involves using historical data and applying the neural network algorithm to predict possible38
future data. In this light, historical positions recorded prior to the loss of the object will be fed into the network39
to determine potential location in the present/future. Specifically, the backward propagation neural network40
model that uses historical data and applies artificial intelligence to predict likely future location of objects.41

Neural network technique is particularly suitable in location prediction due to its reliance on minimal historical42
data to draw valuable inference. The model does not require additional data, making it less cumbersome than43
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4 NETWORK SEGMENT AT TIME T-1

geometric and other models. It applies the historical data collected in a specified period and applies artificial44
intelligence to predict future coordinates of object location. However, as Kapitanova et al in [2] explains, applying45
backward propagation techniques requires heavy computation requirements and is inferior to artificial neural46
network models due to its low learning coefficient. In addition, the backward propagation model needs to be47
modified for every application.48

There exist different artificial intelligence and mathematical approaches, approaches, which have been49
researching movement prediction of Mobile Objects( MO). Among these Markov chains, Bayesian networks, and50
neural networks. This paper presents and ANN-based approach. Some of the existing ANN-based approaches51
will be adopted and applied. To predict or forecast a future situation; learning techniques Neural Networks are52
obvious solution. The challenge is to construct a model using the intelligent hidden relations and transfer these53
techniques to work with the desired problem information.54

Mozer [3] focused on Home Environments Controls by studying the environment and the actions taken by55
people to attempt to predict their next actions, by learning the anticipation needs. Mozer [4] uses as a predictor56
a feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer for anticipating the next action. In [5] , the authors have57
proposed user pattern learning approach neural networks to reduce location update signaling cost by increasing58
the intelligence of the location procedure. This approach associates to each user a list of cells where mobile is59
likely to be with a given probability in each time interval. The list is ranked between the most likely and the least60
likely place where a user may be found. When a call arrives for a mobile, it is paged sequentially in each location61
within the list. When a user moves between location areas in the list, no location updates are needed. However62
,this will demand the storing of all possible locations of an object , which leads to huge storage mass of data in case63
of many objects not to mention the processing time of scanning these locations frequently. In [6], Pakyan et al,64
formulated a predictive trajectory model based on piecewise segments with stochastic transition and observation65
noises. Empirically they found that the second-order Markov model outperforms the first order Markov model.66
Over the range of look-ahead length from one to ten seconds, Methods were complicated and no NN was used.67
In [7] NN was implemented for people tracking between restricted rooms , they extracted from the presented68
previous results, acceptable prediction accuracy obtained using a simplified prediction process. Comparing the69
dynamic predictor with the static trained dynamic predictor, showing that the pre trained dynamic predictors70
are more efficient than the dynamic predictors. The structure of their proposed NN is extended in this article71
to movements of object(s) moving on the segments of trajectories. Buizza et al. [8] transformed some prediction72
algorithms used in branch prediction techniques of current high-performance microprocessors to handle context73
prediction. He proposed various context prediction techniques based on previous behavior patterns, in order to74
anticipate a person’s next movement. The evaluation was performed by simulating the predictors with behavior75
patterns of people walking through a building as workload. Their simulation results show that the context76
predictors perform well but exhibit differences in training and retraining speed and in their ability to learn77
complex patterns.78

Petzold et al. compared these predictors with the Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM) method, and they79
evaluated the predictors by movement sequences of real persons within an office building reaching up to 59%80
accuracy in next location prediction without pre-training and, respectively, up to 98% with pre-training.81

2 III. The Neural Prediction Approach for Location Prediction82

In order to predict future mobile objects locations and trajectories, Different models can be used to capture all83
information about the movements of objects on linear edges of road networks, as an example is using Cellular84
Automation Model (CA) which was introduced in this context in [9]. Simply, The input data for the neural85
network can be threedimensional coordinates on a Cartesian plane, velocity of movement and the segment of86
the trajectory of movement. The output of the neural networks is used to calculate the mean absolute error87
of the predicted value. The system should be tested using maximum observation data to determine the ideal88
observations to minimize mean absolute errors [10][11][12]. The following is an illustration of the basic working89
of Neural network model.90

3 Location coordinated at Time T-1 Velocity at time T-1 Likely91

Location92

Angular velocity at Time T-193

4 Network segment at Time T-194

We chose a multi-layer perceptron with one hidden layer (see Fig. 1) and back-propagation learning algorithm.95
The input pattern to serve as input layer will consist only of the location of the mobile object and specific edges96
(segments); the historical pattern of movement then is simply and easily can be used to derive the velocity and97
direction of movement, simplifying the input layer will save computing cost, which is of particular interest for98
mobile (energy restrictions) or fast moving (realtime restrictions) applications. The first step of constructing the99
input and the output of the NN is to divide the MO trajectory into segments [13] coordinates to capture precisely100
the movement during the reporting position intervals. The trajectory is modelled by joining together multiple101
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segments, where one segment is only dependent on the location and speed of previous segment. Segments related102
to the road network are only a fraction of the complete Trajectories, Trajectory can be Highway, Cycle way,103
Track type, Junction. These four Trajectories can have a lot of different values. However, only key-value pairs104
from Table ?? (only one tag specific for certain group is listed) are used for road networks [14].105

5 Table 1 : Different segments of road networks106

In order to predict future mobile objects trajectories, We modelled the movements of objects on linear edges107
using Cellular Automation Model (CA). The movement patterns (on edges ) are represented by one dimensional108
possible locations (cells) , which can be either empty or occupied by objects .109

6 V. Deriving the Data Set for the Neural Network110

The movement pattern M is recorded periodically in time stamp T by: location p; the direction (angel) and the111
velocity of the movement v. these parameters of movement were used to simulate mobile objects movements on112
selected road edges , and the resulted locations and segments were fed as training data to the NN by calculating113
future trajectories of MO on movement patterns on networks or random plain.114

Precisely, if a mobile object moves continuously and periodically reports its location , then Mp1 represents the115
distance in terms of the number of cells travelled on particular segment (d, r1) of the Mobile Movement (MM)116
during period of time unit T1 ; Mp2 is the distance is travelled on particular segment during period of time117
unit T2, then T3 and so constructing periodically (every Time sized windows) pattern on specific trajectory .118
For example : Mp={Mp1,Mp2,?, Mpn} and Mp1=(10,1) means the desired object was located at distance 10 on119
trajectory segment 1, Mp2=(70,1) means: the object location is 70 cells on segment 1 if the time interval is 30120
seconds then the implicitly indication of average velocity of 2.0 unit/second.121

Dividing the set of Mp movements onto subsets, the first subset will be used as input in the training mode122
while the rest subset will be the desired123

7 IV. Modelling Trajectory as Segments124

A moving object trajectory is a series of straight trajectory segments which can be generated, with perturbation125
of noise [13], any trajectory segment, is an element in a set where the next segment is following the previous one126
constructing a network of moving segments. As shown in Teble 1. This piecewise segment model will enhance127
the modelling of Year 2015128
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Volume XV Issue VIII Version I ( ) E output. Applying this procedure with the generated data sets in the130
analytical simulation represents the trained and output sets. The architecture of the NN is adopted from [7].131

9 VI. The Neural Network Architecture132

Multi-layer perceptron with multi-hidden layers using activation function and back-propagation learning133
algorithm was used to construct the neural network. This model has two inputs (location and segment). And134
has two output neurons [7] , figure 1.135

10 a) The hidden layer136

We will vary the number of neurons in the hidden layer (Mp cells). We will try first Mp, Mp + 1, Mp + 2 where137
Mp is the number of neurons in the input layer as in, then by experiments we find the best configuration.138

11 b) The neural network’s training139

For the training/learning process we used the well-known Back-Propagation Algorithm from [15] showed in figure140
1, and adapted as below :141

1. Create network and feed-forward with inputs, MP i = Mp, Mp + 1, Mp + 2 hidden units and Mpo output142
units.143

12 Initialize all network weights144

?? ??,?? 1 , ?? = 1, ???? ??????? , ?? = 1 + ???? ?????????? ?? ?????? ?? ??,?? 2 , ?? = 1 + ???? ??????????145
, ?? = 1, ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ?2 ????, 2 ???? ? ? ? ? ? ? 3. while ??(?? ? ) ? 1 2 ? ? (?? ?? ? ?? ?? )146
2 ? ?? (????????????????)147

?? ???? ?????? ????148
? Input the instance X ? to the network and compute the output O ? .?? ? = ?? ? . ?? 1 ????? . ?? 2 ?????149
? For each network output unit k , ?? ? ??1, ?????? ??????????? calculate its error term ?? ?? . ?? ?? ? ??150

?? (1 ? ?? ?? )(?? ?? ? ?? ?? )151
? For each hidden unit ? , ? ? 1, ???? ?? calculate its error term . ?, where Mp is the number of neurons152

in the input layer. For better results we will codify the input data with -1 and 1 and we’ll use the following153
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15 CONCLUSION

activation function: ?? ? = ?? ? (1 ? ?? ? ) ? ?? ?? ,? 2 . ?? ?? ?? ?? ?????? ? Update each network weight154
W i,j????(??) = 2 (1 + ?? ??? ) ? 1155

13 VII. The Simulator and the Experimental Results156

To evaluate the proposed approach, ANN methodologies (Multi Layer Perceptorn) are adopted. Thus the157
accuracy is the number of correct predictions over the number of time steps, that is, over the total number158
predictions in that window. The number of time intervals is varied for comparison ease. Figure 4. shows charts159
of accuracy over time with dynamic training.160

14 Using the Fuzzy Logic161

Neural network models are efficient when historical data is accurate and precise. However, in large-scale object162
location assignments, it is often impossible to collect precise coordinates along the object’s trajectory. This calls163
for application of fuzzy logic to overcome the challenge of imprecision in data [17]. Fuzzy logic can tolerate input164
of unreliable and imprecise data. It is also more intuitive compared to ordinary probability theory besides being165
easier to use. However, it requires more memory to store the rule-base especially when there are several variables166
[11] .167

The rule base consist of IF (condition), Then (consequence) statements. The objective of the detection168
algorithm is to reduce incidences of false object detection. Fuzzy logic can accommodate data from several169
sensors and can augment them with the rule-base to minimize such false detections over time. A simple object170
detection rule would be as follows.171

IF Time 1(first input location, Segment) ANDTime 2 (second input location,segment), And Velocity is (first172
reading location differences), THEN Object is (widely defined location).173

15 Conclusion174

Multi-layer perceptron with multi-hidden layers Neural Network for locating mobile objects was constructed, the175
movement patterns of the mobile objects were simplified and derived from the movement coordinates, direction,176
velocity and time. This approach relies on estimations from sensor data of historical movement patterns and177
geometric models, the resulted data is used to dynamic training of special Neural Network producing accurate178
predicted mobile objects locations up to 80%. Fuzzy logic application is used to overcome the challenge of179
imprecision in data. . 1 2
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